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About This Game

Try to imagine what it means to be crushed, flattened, smeared on the asphalt!
Break up your cars and enemies cars. Crash, crumble and blow up all sorts of obstacles and barriers.

Dead loops, trampolines and much more await you in the Car Crash Online!
Take a break from the routine and immerse yourself with total peace of fun, destruction and utter mayhem.

Features:
-Excellent Graphics

-Realistic Physics collisions and destruction
-A Large variety of tricks from the simplest to the most complex

-High Speed and an unforgettable drive
-Multiplayer

-Up to 20 Bots!
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I love this game but im refunding it til i can play with a controller soz m8s. age of empires 2
what more do i need to say. Pay to win sadly. very good game to play with friends (if you have). A short and fun game. A
winning run takes 30-35 minutes, but the random layouts give it some replayability. It's like a side scrolling Brogue, just not as
punishing.. This is another third party HOG picked up by Artifex. It's in the style of 9 Clues, but with a refreshing crime theme
instead of the usual supernatural stuff. Sadly there are lots of weird graphical glitches and mistranslations, as well as missing
chunks of dialogue and that sort of thing. The puzzles and HOG scenes are very easy too.. A excellent well done addicting retro
action shooter. The game play brings back the feel of arcade games from the 80's. With a very nicely done techo soundtrack,
colorful graphics and sound. The game hits the spot dead on how retro arcade shooters should be done. Highly recommened for
action shooter fans.. the cammera angle gives you the feeling you're craning your neck, the flow of combat and objectives feels
clunky and arbitrary, the asthetics are meh.. great game and i love reading the discussions which go along the lines of:

"omg why did u not include random massacre of random place which killed 200 billion people"

"vuvuzuela have bad economy xD"

"if u dont show what i want den bad gam!!1". This game plays kinda like a phone game without the micro payments. Very fun.
Really enjoying the way the Wizardy franchise is put into a rougelike.
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I will not recommend the game at its current state since the game lacks basic things and is not optimized well.
MMMMMMMMMM Yesss'sss i shall sip on my chardonnay while listing to this beutiful sound track and just ravishing my self
in caviar MMMMMMM Yesssss'sss this is most suited to my taset bud's

ps
grate work on the game
music 10\/10
game 10\/10

thanks

. Lolz a really funny game. The bad options are very hilarious.

Of course this is not a serious dating tutorial.. Several people have complained of loading screens in excess of 5 to 10 minutes so
I timed the loading screen when I first started this game after install. Loading took less than 2 minutes so either several very
impatient kids bought this and are exagerating or they have systems that are even more ancient than mine(8 core AMD CPU,
24gb DDR3 Ram, GTX 980Ti). Having said that, this game isnt quite ready for prime time. I LOVE the concept and Ill
probably buy it again once its in a playable condition but right now I dont consider it playable and thus, not ready for Early
access on Steam. I have no problems with frame rates or movement but movement in this game isnt fluid no matter what your
frame rate might be. The best way that I can describe movement is "chunky". The looting seems promising as does the crafting.
The environment is pretty convincing as well except that even on high settings, everything has this gray, hazy overtone. Its like
playing the game with catarcts in your eyes(and this is on high settings). Then come the zombies. They are fast and unforgiving
and thats great. The problem is that they are pretty much literally on top of you as they attack so no matter which way you spin
to take aim with your gun you have a REALLY difficult time targeting them never mind targeting their heads. And your arms
and gun protrude THROUGH their bodies because of course they are on top of you so you cant hit them when you fire your gun
because of that as well. Its very frustrating. Of course you can aim and shoot the zombies before they get on top of you but like I
said, they are fast and quite often jump on you from out of bushes or around a corner. So Ill be submitting JOE for a refund and
keep my eye on it for the future. I dont mind Early Access games and own a ton of them but they are all very playable. This
particular Early Access game is in the very earliest stages of "playable" that I can imagine.. Can't launch this gaym
. Animyst is a huge world and easy to pick up and play, most items can be used for weapons or support and rest can be used to
craft better weapons and equipment. It has a nice old school feel to it and has that eerie humanoid vibe, almost voodoo like.

Pvp in here starts off feeling like your hunting, by following a purple flare that everyone has on them and moving towards said
person to locate and attack them. You have a variety of spells that you can use to attack, defend and also heal yourself while in
combat with another.

The gatherering ascept is pretty easy, just run up to an glowing orb and hit E and its in your inventory and also tells you what
you picked up, pretty much everywhere you go, you will find something of use except in the wide desert areas where things are
lacking of anything but sand.

They are some NPC's\/Mobs to find and attack that surround higher tier items but are limited to dungeon areas which can be
difficult to find. With that said, the huge area can be annoying difficult to traverse because it is so huge and you can get
frustrated feeling like your lost but thankfully you can use a teleport that allows you to go to multiple locations.

Plus you can make bases out of 3 different materials to hold your shrines you so you can gather in peace or even go out and
destroy other ppl's bases and shrines if you like that.

Devs are very active on Discord and communicate often with ppl and show whether they are interested in ideas or not. You will
usually find one of the devs ingame playing along with others, either helping out or attacking you which to me is a good thing
because if a dev is not playing their product why make it. XD

So I have over 300hrs into the game and been playing since late July and this game has changed so much from when I first
started, many of the suggestions put forth by players have been install into the game making it better than before and ofc it can
still continue to go with the help of others that can help make this game even more fun than it is now. Come join the fun of
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helping creating something great!. Woah Dave takes classic elements from a few classic arcade titles and combines them into an
temporily-displaced, just-one-more-play-addictive gem. It has (of course) couch two player, and the recent DELUXE patch
added two new levels and a couple of new mechanics that really round things out, including bosses! If you should ever tire of the
rockin' soundtrack, which will take a while, it seems to play well to whatever your music player is putting out at the time. If you
feel competitive, each mode\/map\/difficulty combo has its own leaderboard.

JUST ONE THING: Dave wants you to use a controller. C'mon man!. I do not reccomend this game I have all the requriements
and it lags completly fix the freaking LAAAAAAG!!!!!!!!!!!!!. First non-pre release (?) review for one of the best visual novels
I played in my life.

This was one of the most beautiful stories I have ever read with a lot of endings based on a variety of choices and a 21 chapter
over 3 hour story of heart-pounding action and tear-jerking moments.

I can't describe how beautiful the plot and the writing style as well as the art and music was.

Great visual novel easily worth 5 times the price.

5th anniversary project? No you mean masterpiece - probably gonna be your visual novel magnum opus Invertmouse and I am
not just praising you. :-)

I am still feeling emotional from acheiving what I consider the true ending. <33
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